International Mysteries
Confessions (2014)
Kanae Minato
F MINAT
Location: Japan
After her divorce, all Yuko had to
live for was her daughter. When her
daughter is killed in a horrible accident, Yuko sets out to revenge her
daughter’s death, targeting her former students. This novel explores
the limits of revenge, a mother’s love
and despair at her child’s death.
Perfect Days (2017)
Raphael Montes
F MONTE
Location: Brazil
Teo Avalar is a loner. He doesn’t
really care for people at all. Then he
meets Clarice. She’s his opposite:
outgoing, beautiful and spontaneous.
Teo begins to stalk her, following her
to the university, where she rejects
him. In response, he kidnaps her and
takes her on a twisted road trip
through Brazil; a road trip that echoes Clarice’s screenplay.
Smaller and Smaller Circles (2016)
F.H. Batacan
F BATAC
Location: Philippines

Beautiful Place to Die (2009)
Malla Nunn
F NUNN
Location: South Africa
In 1952, just as apartheid takes effect,
an Afrikaner police officer is murdered. Detective Emmanuel Cooper
is assigned to the case. Striking out
on his own, Detective Cooper investigates the relationships that the dead
man had with his community in order
to find out who the killer is. The first
novel in the Detective Cooper Series.

Bangkok 8 (2003)
John Burdett
F BURDE
Location: Thailand
When a charismatic Marine sergeant
is killed in front of a crowd, the only
non-corrupt cops in the city get the
case. Within moments, one is killed
leaving his partner, Sonchai Jitpleecheep, out for revenge with a
beautiful FBI agent along for the
ride. The first in the Sonchai Jitpleecheep detective series.

The Legacy (2018)
Yrsa Sigurdardottir
F YRSA
Location: Iceland
A mother is killed and the only person who can provide answers to what
happened is her seven year old
daughter. Unfortunately, she won’t
say anything at all. Tasked with
solving this murder, recently promoted Detective Huldar must collaborate with Freyja, a child psychologist. Can Huldar ignore his past with
Freyja and solve this increasingly
complex case, fraught with strange
clues? The first novel in the Children’s House series.

The Coroner’s Lunch (2015)
Colin Cotterill
F COTTE
Location: Laos
Dr. Siri Paiboun has been selected to
be a national coroner in 1972 in Laos.
Surrounded by corrupt officials and
useless assistants, Dr. Paiboun’s
sense of humor helps him make it
through most days. When a high
ranking official’s wife is brought to
him, Dr. Paiboun suspects she has
been murdered. Facing a gauntlet of
challenges, Dr. Paiboun struggles to
balance his party affiliation while remaining true to his calling as a coroner. The first in the Dr. Siri Paiboun
series.

The Unquiet Dead (2015)
Aisma Zehant Khan
When the eviscerated bodies of pre- F KHAN
teen boys begin to show up in
Location: Canada
Payatas, a dump 50 miles from MaWhen a suspected war criminal with
nilla, Father Saenz, a forensic anthro- ties to the Srebrenica massacre of
pologist and his protégé, Father
1995 falls to his death off the cliffs,
Lucero, a psychologist, are asked by Rachel Getty gets the case. As she
the Director of the National Bureau and her boss, Esa Khattak, start to
of Investigations to track down the
dig through his life, more questions
monster who has been killing these
than answers come to light. Was he
boys. Regarded as the first Filipino
killed as a result of his connections to
crime novel, this book is considered a the massacre or was it really just an
masterpiece of noir, with its depicaccident? The first book in the Gettions of the Philippines and the role ty/Khattak series.
of the Catholic Church in its followers.

Murder in Marais (2016)
Cara Black
F BLACK
Location: France
Swearing off criminal cases after her
father’s death, Aimee LeDuc sticks to
tech investigations. When an elderly
Jewish man approaches her to decode
some papers for a member of his temple, she accepts, not knowing that
she’s in for more trouble. When
Aimee drops off the papers at the
woman’s home, she finds her strangled with a swastika carved into her
forehead. Aimee sets out to find the
woman’s murderer in a dangerous
web of old war crimes and buried secrets. The first in the Aimee LeDuc
series.

The Unexpected Inheritance of Inspector Chopra (2015)
Vaseem Khan
F KHAN
Location: India
Retiring Inspector Ashwin Chopra
inherits two unexpected things: the
first is an unsolved case of a drowned
boy and the second is a baby elephant. In his search for clues to the
murderer, Inspector Chopra travels
across Mumbai, from its gleaming
high rises to its sprawling slums, and
into the dark underworld. The first
in the Baby Ganesh Agency Investigation series.
The Shadow District (2017)
Arnaldur Indridason
F ARNAL
Location: Iceland
In wartime Reykjavik, a woman is
found strangled in the “shadow district,” a dangerous part of the city. An
Icelandic detective and a member of
the US military police hunt for the
killer. In the present, an elderly man
is found smothered by his own pillow.
Konrad, a retired detective finds
newspaper cuttings referencing the
woman’s death in the man’s home.
Konrad remembers the murder happening in his neighborhood while he
was growing up. Are these two murders connected? How? Why? The
first in the Flovent and Thorson
Thrillers series.
Death Comes in Through the Kitchen
(2016)
Teresa Dovalpage
F DOVAL
Location: Cuba
Matt, an American journalist, arrives
in Havana to marry his girlfriend, a
Cuban food blogger, Yarmilla. When
she doesn’t meet him at the airport,
he hitches a ride to her apartment,
only to discover her, dead in the bathtub. Now Matt is the main suspect,
and he needs to clear his name. Embarking on his own investigation,
Matt soon realizes that there was
more to his fiancé than he or anyone
else knew.

Auntie Poldi and the Sicilian Lions
(2018)
Mario Giordano
F GIORD
Location: Sicily
On her 60th birthday, Auntie Poldi
moves from Munich to Sicily, fully
intending to spend the rest of her life
drinking good wine, reading good
books and entertaining few visitors.
When her handsome handyman goes
missing and is discovered murdered.
Auntie Poldi, being Auntie Poldi,
can’t help but start asking questions.
Soon there’s an investigation, a hot
police inspector, a romance, a rooftop
shoot out and one false lead after another, and yet, Auntie Poldi manages
to come out on top—only slightly
worse for wear. The first in the Auntie Poldi Adventures series.

Peter Grant series.
Keeper of Lost Causes (2012)
Jussi Adler-Olsen
F ADLER
Location: Denmark
Carl Mørck used to be one of Denmark’s best homicide detectives until
one fateful night when two other detectives are shot in front of him. Carl
blames himself for their death, especially because he didn’t draw his
weapon. The last thing he expects is
a promotion. Now he is the head of
the one man Department Q—the cold
case unit. One cold case stands out—
a liberal politician who has disappeared and presumed dead. Only,
she’s not. The first in the Department
Q series.

The Tokyo Zodiac Murders (2015)
The Dove’s Necklace (2016)
Soji Shimada
Raja Alim
F SHIMA
F ALIM
Location: Japan
Location: Saudi Arabia
Kiyoshi Mitarai, astrologer, fortune
After a body is discovered in the Lane letter and self-styled detective, has
of Many Heads in Mecca, no one
one week to solve a case that has bafsteps forward to claim it, due to the
fled Japan for forty years. Artist
nakedness of the corpse. Detective
Umezawa was murdered, his daughNasser attempts to solve this crime
ter raped and killed and six others
and it seems that all of modern day
were dismembered to crate Azthoth,
Mecca has something to say. Nasser the supreme woman. A story of magsuspects that the body is that of a
ic and illusion, maps, charts and
painter, Aisha, one of the residents of graphs are included to help the reader
the area. He begins searching her
solve the puzzle.
email for clues and discovers an artist
with many sides. But has she been
The Crocodile
murdered?
Maurizio de Giovanni
F DEGIO
Midnight Riot (2011)
Location: Italy
Ben Aaronovitch
Three young people of different backF AARON
grounds have all been murdered in
Location: London
three different neighborhoods. NothProbationary Counsel Peter Grant
ing links them together, but Detecdreams of being a police detective for tive Guiseppe Lojacono thinks otherLondon. On watch one night after a wise. Recently transferred to Naples
murder, Peter meets with his first
from Sicily, where he was accused of
ghost; a ghost who manages to pro- leaking information to the mob,
vide an astounding number of details Lojacono is offered a chance to clear
about the murder. Peter manages to his name and redeem himself.
verify these details with the cctv recordings. Now Peter is working with Bed of Nails
Detective Chief Inspector Thomas
Antonin Varenne
Nightingale, a master of magic and
F VAREN
solving crimes. The first in the PC

